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Hello Friends, 
 
This is no better time than the holidays to pull out our best china and stemware; and there is no better maven to 
show us how to set the perfect holiday table than the inimitable Martha Stewart. Whether one likes her or not, it’s 
not hard to admire her unequivocal sense of style and her unapologetic approach to perfection.  
 
In my younger days, I used to stress over matching this plate with that glass so everything would look coordinated. 
Now, these things somehow have become less important. In their place is an increased affection for the 
asymmetrical mix and match. 
 
Over lunch the other day, a colleague asked me why I take on Social Security when it is neither revenue producing 
nor directly related to my wealth management business. It wasn’t the first time I was asked that question, but it 
was the earnest way he asked it that made me pause. It was only afterwards that I realized the biggest reason is 
knowing that a small piece of advice given to the right person at the right time could have a huge impact in that 
person’s retirement quality of life.  
 
In the business world where cause and effect is generally linear, these asymmetrical oddities are a toner for our 
jaded soul and what Martha would say is A Good Thing!  
 

 

~ HIGHLIGHTS ~ 

 
 
No Social Security Mix and Match: 
Scattered along the corridor of Social Security are rules that defy logics and often carry unintended consequences. 
One of them is forcing older workers to either sign up for Medicare Part A or give up their Social Security retirement 
benefits. 
 
The cause of this convoluted situation stems from the symbiotic relationship between Social Security and Medicare, 
which says once a person applies for Social Security after age 65, his application will automatically include Medicare 
Part A which is the hospital portion and is free to most people. Normally this is a harmless situation unless your 
client has a tax-sheltered Health Savings Account (HSA) where he can put away up to $7,550 in pre-tax earnings this 
year. 
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Think of HSA a hybrid between a traditional and Roth IRA where contribution to HSA is pre-tax (traditional IRA) and 
distribution used to pay medical-related expenses is tax-free (Roth IRA). This is perhaps one of the most effective 
collaborative programs between government and businesses to bring down health care costs by putting the 
consumers in the driver’s seat. Over time, HSA can grow to tens of thousands of dollars. 
 
Yet built into this common-sense plan is this defy-logic requirement that says once a person enrolls in Medicare, 
he can no longer contribute to his HSA. This means if your working client is 65+ and has a HSA, once he files for his 
Social Security benefit, he has to stop contributing to the account or face penalty. Now, just how convoluted is 
that? 
 
Special Minimum Benefits for Survivors: 
One of the basic tenets in survivor benefits is that the survivor has the option to step into the deceased’s shoes 
and collect what the deceased was collecting or was entitled to collect at time of death. This is a strong reason for 
a married worker to delay Social Security in order to give the lower-earning spouse as big a survivor benefit as 
possible. 
 
Yet there are times when it is necessary, or makes sense, for the worker to file his benefit early. In that case, if Joe 
started his benefit at 62 with a 25% reduction, one would expect Mary the survivor to receive the same reduced 
benefit when she steps into his shoes. 
 
Yet that’s not always the case. 
 
Somewhere in the corridor of Social Security is this special minimum survivor benefit that allows survivors like 
Mary, whose spouse started their benefit early, to collect at least 82.5% of the deceased’s primary insurance 
amount (PSA) provided the survivor is at least full retirement age when she starts the survivor benefit. 
 
This is an important rule to keep in mind especially when you’re trying to decide for your clients if they should or 
should not start early Social Security and if so, when best to do that in order to give them the best outcome. 

 
 

 ~ ON A PERSONAL NOTE  ~ 
 

 
Personal Note: 
The year is wrapping up and 2015 is just around the corner. I hope this year has been as rewarding to you as it has 
been for me. I wish you and your family a wonderful Christmas and New Year. 
 
Happy Holidays! 
 
Meena 
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